IMPORTANT WHEN PLACING THE STAINLESS STEEL TOP ON THE BLACK BASE MAKE SURE THAT THE OUTSIDE OF THE STAINLESS STEEL TOP IS UP TO AVOID THE TOP PANE BREAKING OFF THE PILLAR.

Install:

(1) Unpack the pillar and all included parts (screws, plug, and

2) Take out the two small Phillips screws.

3) Take out the top panel of the CPW Plus.

4) On the CPW Plus base you will find two small Phillips screws

5) Take the black metal pillar support and place it in the bottom of the scale. Screw the black metal support onto the scale platform by the screws on the pillars. Please unscrew these, you will need them.

(5) Screw the black metal pillar support and place it in the bottom of the scale. Screw the black metal support onto the scale platform by the screws on the pillars.

6) Turn clockwise the two screws directly into the bottom of the scale.

7) Take out one long screw and two short screws for the next step.

8) Now with the scale sitting on its side on a worktable, align the black plastic sliding back in the direction, the little tabs on the metal connector will only allow to place the plastic sliding back in the direction. Applying downward force on the indicator arm through the metal connector will only allow to place the plastic sliding back in the direction. Applying downward force on the metal connector with the aid of the PC-board, the plastic sliding back in the direction. Insert the indicator in the bottom of the scale.

(2) Take out and l two small Phillips screws.

(3) Take the PH Plus of the CPW Plus and position the scale.

(4) On the left side of the CPW Plus base you will find two small Phillips screws.